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1. Plagiarism and fabrication are
discrete issues.

Plagiarism
Nonfiction;

copying sans
attribution

Fabrication
Fiction;

making up
people, facts



2. Fabrication is inexcusable.

Stephen	  Glass



3. Plagiarism is a serious mistake
but rarely our field’s worst offense.

“We believe plagiarism is
among journalism’s most
serious professional breaches,
if not the single most grave
thing.”Editor	  of	  a

major	  metro
daily,	  2005



4. How often plagiarism actually
occurs is yet to be researched.



5. Plagiarism cases that become
public are relatively rare.



Plagiarism by full-timers at daily, professional
U.S. news organization, 1997 to 2012
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6. Extensive, repeated plagiarism is
relatively rare.



7. Most plagiarism occurs because of
inadequate methods or unclear rules.

Mitch	  Albom Nina	  Totenberg Charlie	  LeDuff



Inadequate method: Note mixing

Steve	  Erlanger



8. Plagiarism occurs in part because
the rules are unclear.



(a) When does info. become public domain?

At Hurricane Katrina shelter:

“And so many of the people in
the arena here, you know, were
underprivileged anyway, so this
-- this is working very well for
them.”

Former	  First	  Lady
Barbara	  Bush

Source:	  NRP	  Marketplace	  Sept.	  5,	  2005



(b) Should we attribute a press release?



(b) Should we attribute a press release?

Source:	  Author’s	  naUonal	  survey	  of	  journalists,	  2011

Yes

Unsure

No



(c) What if we’re under pressure to produce?

Respondents were
significantly more
likely to forgo
attribution

Source:	  Author’s	  naUonal	  survey	  of	  journalists,	  2011
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Defining the Problem

A philosophy, not a formula

The question of intent

The realm of ideas

Why we care: audiences, creators,
industry



Defining the Problem

The solution: Attribution



Defining the Problem

Fabrication: Acts of deception

Stephen	  Glass Janet	  Cooke



Defining the Problem

Broadcasting: A call to action



Defining the Problem

Print: More to be done



Defining the Problem

Online: The wild, wild Web



Building Barriers

Bob Heisse
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Building Barriers

Who plagiarizes or fabricates?

Amateur writer or blogger vs. pro

Inexperienced or student vs. veteran

Small newsrooms vs. larger newsrooms

No clear findings



Building Barriers

Newsroom policies today

Often clear about why plagiarism is
wrong and a serious transgression

Rarely outline prevention steps or
policies on sourcing and attribution

Nor do they spell out how the news
organization will deal with an incident or
discipline an offender



Building Barriers

Characteristics of a strong policy:

Be clear that offenses will be dealt with

Share policy widely and confront
incidents with openness

Conduct random spot-checks of
reporters’ sources

Specify discipline: Plagiarism judged by
severity; fabrication always dismissal

Treat everyone equally



Building Barriers

Steps for news organizations:

Encourage video or audio of interviews

Require reporters to discuss unnamed
sources with at least one editor

Make digital reporters link to material
that will confirm sources’ identities

Editors should challenge and check
digital material



Responding to Lapses

Nancy A. Sharkey
Professor
University of Arizona


